True-Up Energy Statement
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Your Account Summary
A snapshot of your bill in large, easy-to-read type. Although a
more detailed breakdown of your charges is available on the
following pages, the account summary provides an overview
of charges incurred, payments received, and your total amount
due. It's important to note that at the annual anniversary of
the start of participation in the NEM program (annual True-Up),
customers are responsible for any reconciled NEM charges due.
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Your Net Energy
Metering (NEM)
Account Summary:
True-Up
This section provides
notification that this is the
annual True-Up statement
in which all energy
charges, credits and
previously billed monthly
electric minimum charges
are reconciled. If you
generated more energy
than you used over the
True-Up period, this
section would also include
your Net Surplus
Compensation.

Summary of Your NEM True-Up
Period Charges
The chart below shows how much net
energy you generated or consumed each
month and the associated charge or credit.
The chart provides a summary of the total
NEM charges from the start of your annual
True-Up period and a monthly snapshot of
your net energy use including time periods
on your Time-of-Use rate schedule.
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4
Electric Charges
Minimum Delivery
Charges are a nominal
amount that all PG&E
customers pay monthly
to stay connected to the
grid regardless of
whether they have solar
or use any electricity.
Energy Charges are
reconciled on your
True-Up statement.
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Explanation of
Calculations
This section explains
how your year-to-date
(YTD) and month over
month NEM charges
are calculated. Since
this is your True-Up
statement you are
responsible for any
charges due. If you
generated more
energy than you used
over the True-Up period,
this section would
also include your Net
Surplus Compensation.

NEM Charts
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These charges or credits provide a
visual representation of both the
monthly NEM charges and what the
balance of those charges or credits
culminate to month over month.

Details of Electric
Monthly Charges
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This section covers
information about
how your Minimum
Delivery Charge is
calculated. This is the
minimum charge you
pay each month.
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NEM True-Up
Charges
This section reconciles
all charges for this
True-Up period
including Total NEM
Charges, Electric
Charges and taxes due.
Total NEM charges
listed are due by the
Due Date listed at
the top of the page.

Details of
NEM Charges
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This portion of your statement
shows the amount of electricity
used for the current billing
period and the associated
charges or credits.

